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Abstract. Eigenfunctions of the matrix elements of the monodromy matrix provide a convenient
basis for studies of spin chain models. We present an iterative method for constructing the
eigenfunctions in the case of the SL(2,C) spin chains. We derived an explicit integral representation
for the eigenfunctions and calculated the corresponding scalar products (Sklyanin’s measure).
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1. Introduction
The quantum inverse scattering method is a powerful tool for constructing and solving integrable
models. The fundamental object in this approach is the so-called R−matrix – a linear operator
which depends on a complex parameter (spectral parameter) and satisfies a certain nonlinear relation
known as the Yang - Baxter equation (YBE). Each solution of this equation gives rise to a family
of commuting operators. In many cases a commutative family includes an operator which can be
identified with a Hamiltonian of some physical system. The most famous example of an such integrable
system is the XXX1/2-spin chain – the celebrated Heisenberg spin 1/2 magnet solved by H. Bethe in
1931 [1]. The general algebraic framework was developed much later and became known as Quantum
Inverse Scattering Method (QISM). For a review and references see Refs. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Integrable models with a finite dimensional Hilbert space such as spin magnets of different
types, found many applications in statistical and solid state physics [2]. Quite unexpectedly spin
magnets arise also in the studies of high-energy scattering amplitudes in quantum field theories,
namely in the gauge field theories. Most of them can be solved with the help of the Algebraic Bethe
Ansatz(ABA) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In this approach eigenstates of the model are constructed as excitations
of certain type over the special (preudovacuum) state belonging to the Hilbert space of the system.
However, there are integrable models, e.g. the Toda chain [8, 9, 10, 11] and the quantum KdV
model [12, 13], which can not be solved within the ABA. Such models have an infinite - dimensional
Hilbert space and the pseudovacuum state does not belong to it. Nevertheless they can be solved by
the methods of Baxter Q−operators [14] and Separation of Variables (SoV) [15].
In the present work we consider another model of this type – the so-called noncompact SL(2,C)
spin magnet. Interest to such models stems from the studies of Regge behaviour of hadron scattering
amplitudes, for a review see Ref. [16]. It turns out that the Hamiltonian which governs the scale
dependence of the scattering amplitudes in high - energy limit is integrable and can be identified with
the Hamiltonian of a spin magnet [17, 18, 19]. This model was solved in Refs. [20, 21, 22, 23] with
the help of Baxter Q−operators and SoV methods. Recently it was argued that the behaviour of
scattering amplitudes in the multi-Regge kinematics inN = 4 SUSY is governed by the Hamiltonian of
the noncompact open spin chain [24, 25]. The Hamiltonian of the model commutes with the diagonal
entry of the monodromy matrix, D(u). In both cases, in order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian one has
first to construct eigenfunctions for entries of the monodromy matrix (B or D). Let us also mention
that the problem of diagonalization of the operator D for finite dimensional representations of the
SL(2) group was addressed in Refs. [26, 27].
In this work we provide a regular recurrence procedure for constructing eigenfunctions for
all entries of the monodromy matrix. Our approach relies heavily on the representation of the
sl(2)−invariant R−matrix in the factorized form [28, 29]. The operators which factorize the
R−matrix play a prominent role in our construction. Using them one can construct operators that
intertwine the entries of the monodromy matrix for the chains of different length (BN (u)ΛN ∼
ΛNBN−1(u), an so on). It immediately leads to a recurrence construction. We derive an integral
representation for the eigenfunctions and calculate their scalar products (Sklyanin’s measure).
It was shown by Sklyanin [7] that the eigenvalue equations for the transfer matrix for the rank
one chain models become separated in the basis provided by the eigenfunctions of the operator BN (u).
At present time the SoV representation is known for a variety of models. Among them are the Toda
chain [11, 30, 31, 32], different types of XXX [22, 33, 34, 35] and XXZ spin chains [36, 37, 38, 39].
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the model and some basic elements of
the QISM method. In Sect.3 we develop an iterative procedure for constructing the eigenfunctions of
the elements of the monodromy matrix. In Sect. 4 we calculate scalar products of the eigenfunctions
and determine the Sklyanin measure. The method of constructing the Baxter operators is described in
Sect. 5. The Hamiltonians for D−system are discussed in Sect. 6. Concluding remarks are presented
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in Sect. 7. Several Appendices contain technical details.
2. Preliminaries
The quantum SL(2,C) spin magnet is a straightforward generalization of the standard XXXs spin
chain. In both models the dynamical variables are the spin operators, ~Sk, k = 1, . . . , N , where N
is the length of the chain. In the XXXs model the spin operators belong to a finite dimensional
representation of the SU(2) group so that the Hilbert space of the model is finite dimensional. In the
case of the SL(2,C) spin magnet the spin generators belong to a unitary continuous principal series
representation of the SL(2,C) group and the corresponding Hilbert space is infinite dimensional.
The unitary principal series representation of the SL(2,C) group, T (s,s¯), is determined by two
complex numbers (spins), s and s¯, such that s− s¯ is a half-integer and s+ s¯∗ = 1 [40]. It acts on the
space L2(C) and the group transformations take the form
[T (s,s¯)(g−1)f ](z, z¯) = (cz + d)−2s(c¯z¯ + d¯)−2s¯ f
(
az + b
cz + d
,
a¯z¯ + b¯
c¯z¯ + d¯
)
. (1)
Here g is a complex unimodular matrix, g =
(
a b
c d
)
, ab− cd = 1, and f ∈ L2(C). For the unitary
representations the spins s, s¯ can be parameterized as follows
s =
1 + ns
2
+ iνs, s¯ =
1− ns
2
+ iνs, (2)
where ns is half-integer and νs is real. The operators (1) are unitary with respect to the standard
scalar product
(f, ψ) =
∫
d2zf¯(z)ψ(z), (T (s,s¯)(g)f, T (s,s¯)(g)ψ) = (f, ψ). (3)
The generators of infinitesimal transformations (spin operators) take the form
S− = −∂z, S0 = z∂z + s, S+ = z
2∂z + 2sz ,
S¯− = −∂z¯, S¯0 = z¯∂z¯ + s¯, S¯+ = z¯
2∂z¯ + 2s¯z¯ (4)
and satisfy the standard sl(2) commutation relations
[S+, S−] = 2S0, [S0, S±] = ±S±,
[S¯+, S¯−] = 2S¯0, [S¯0, S¯±] = ±S¯±. (5)
The holomorphic (Sα) and anti-holomorphic (S¯α) generators commute. For the unitary
representations the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic generators are adjoint to each other, S†α =
−S¯α.
Summarising: The quantum SL(2,C) spin magnet is a one-dimensional lattice model. The
Hilbert space of the model is given by the direct product of the L2(C) spaces,
HN = V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ . . .⊗ VN , Vk = L2(C) , k = 1, . . . , N. (6)
The dynamical variables are given by two sets of spin operators † – holomorphic ( S
(k)
±,0 ) and
anti-holomorphic ( S¯
(k)
±,0 ), k = 1, . . . , N . In what follows we will consider only homogeneous chains,
sk = s, s¯k = s¯, for all k.
† It is assumed that the generators with index k act non-trivially only on k−th space in the tensor product, Vk.
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2.1. L operators and monodromy matrices
L−operators play a fundamental role in the theory of integrable systems. In the case of spin magnets
they are defined as follows
L(u) = u+ i
(
S0 S−
S+ −S0
)
, L¯(u¯) = u¯+ i
(
S¯0 S¯−
S¯+ −S¯0
)
. (7)
Here u, u¯ are two complex numbers (spectral parameters). Note that L(u)
(
L¯(u¯)
)
acts on a tensor
product of L2(C) and a two dimensional complex vector space (auxiliary space), V0 ≡ C2. The
operators L(u) and L′(v) acting on L2(C)⊗V0 and L2(C)⊗V0′ , respectively, satisfy the fundamental
commutation relation (FCR)
R00′(u− v)L(u)L
′(v) = L′(v)L(u)R00′(u− v) ,
R00′(u¯− v¯)L¯(u¯)L¯
′(v¯) = L¯′(v¯)L¯(u¯)R00′(u¯− v¯) , (8)
The operator R00′(u) (R−matrix) acts on the tensor product of two auxiliary spaces, V0 ⊗ V0′ =
C2 ⊗ C2, and has the form R00′(u) = u+ iP00′ where P00′ is the permutation operator on V0 ⊗ V0′ .
The monodromy matrix is defined as a product of L operators acting on the same auxiliary but
different quantum spaces
T (u) = L1(u)L2(u) . . . LN (u) , T¯ (u¯) = L¯1(u¯)L¯2(u¯) . . . L¯N(u¯) . (9)
The L−operator with subscript k acts nontrivially on the k−th space in the ternsor product (6). The
monodromy matrix TN(u) ( T¯N(u¯) ) is a two by two matrix in the auxiliary space with entries that
are operators on the quantum space HN
T (u) =
(
AN (u) BN (u)
CN (u) DN (u)
)
, T¯ (u¯) =
(
A¯N (u¯) B¯N (u¯)
C¯N (u¯) D¯N (u¯)
)
. (10)
Monodromy matrices satisfy the same commutation relation as L−operators, Eq. (8)
R00′(u− v)TN (u)T
′
N (v) = T
′
N(v)TN (u)R00′ (u− v) ,
R00′(u¯− v¯)T¯N(u¯)T¯
′
N (v¯) = T¯
′
N(v¯)T¯N(u¯)R00′ (u¯− v¯) . (11)
These equations result in certain algebraic relations for the entries of the monodromy matrices.
In particular, they imply that all operators commute with themselves for different values of the
spectral parameter
[AN (u), AN (v)] = 0, [BN (u), BN (v)] = 0,
[CN (u), CN (v)] = 0, [DN (u), DN (v)] = 0 (12)
and similar for all others. By construction the operators AN (u), DN (u) are polynomials of degree N
in u, while the operators BN (u), CN (u) are polynomials of a degree N − 1,
AN (u) = u
N + iuN−1S0 +
N∑
k=2
uN−kak , BN (u) = iS−u
N−1 +
N∑
k=2
uN−kbk ,
DN (u) = u
N − iuN−1S0 +
N∑
k=2
uN−kdk , CN (u) = iS+u
N−1 +
N∑
k=2
uN−kck , (13)
where Sα =
∑N
k=1 S
(k)
α are the operators of total spin. The construction for anti-holomorphic sector
is essentially the same and we will omit the corresponding similar expressions as a rule. It follows
from (12), (13) that [S0, ak] = [ai, ak] = 0 for all i, k and similar for bk, ck, dk operators. Taking into
account that AN (u)
† = A¯N (u
∗) one concludes that the operators
i(S0 + S¯0), S0 − S¯0, a
+
k =
1
2
(ak + a¯k), a
−
k =
i
2
(ak − a¯k) , (14)
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form a set of commuting self-adjoint operators,
AN =
{
i(S0 + S¯0), S0 − S¯0, a
+
k , a
−
k , k = 2, . . . N
}
(15)
and hence can be diagonalized simultaneously. We want to stress here that self-adjointness which
does not play any essential role in an analysis of finite-dimensional models is very important in the
case under consideration ‡.
The operators AN (u), BN (u), . . . are differential operators of N−th order in the variables
z1, . . . , zN . Let ΨA(z) = ΨA(z1, z¯1 . . . , zN , z¯N) be an eigenfunction of the operators AN (u), A¯N (u¯).
By virtue of Eq. (13) the corresponding eigenvalues are polynomials of degree N in u, u¯, respectively.
The eigenfunctions can be labelled by zeroes of these polynomials, i.e.
AN (u)ΨA(x|z) = (u − x1) . . . (u − xN )ΨA(x|z) ,
A¯N (u¯)ΨA(x|z) = (u¯ − x¯1) . . . (u¯ − x¯N )ΨA(x|z) , (16)
where
x = {x1, . . . ,xN}, xk = (xk, x¯k)
z = {z1, . . . , zN}, zk = (zk, z¯k). (17)
Note that a behaviour of the eigenfunction under the scale transformations, z → λz, is controlled by
the sum i
∑
k xk (which is the eigenvalue of the operator S0)
ΨA(x|λz) = λ
−Ns+i
∑
k
xk λ¯−Ns¯+i
∑
k
x¯kΨA(x|z) . (18)
In full analogy with the previous case the operators BN , B¯N give rise to another set of the
commuting operators,
BN =
{
i(S−+S¯−), S−−S¯−, b
+
k =
1
2
(bk+b¯k), b
−
k =
i
2
(bk−b¯k), k = 2, . . .N−1
}
.(19)
The eigenfunctions can be parameterized by the momenta p, p¯, which are the eigenvalues of the S−, S¯−
operators and the roots of xk, x¯k, k = 1, . . . , N − 1 of the corresponding eigenvalues
BN (u)ΨB(x|z) = p(u− x1) . . . (u− xN−1)ΨB(x|z) ,
B¯N (u¯)ΨB(x|z) = p¯(u¯− x¯1) . . . (u¯− x¯N−1)ΨB(x|z) . (20)
In order to keep the same notations for the A and B cases, we have put xN = p, x¯N = p¯, i.e.
x = {x1, . . . ,xN−1,xN = (p, p¯)} . (21)
It will be shown below that eigenfunctions of the operators DN and CN are related to those of AN
and BN by an inversion transformation. In sect. 3 we present an iterative procedure for constructing
the eigenfunctions. It relies on the properties of operators that factorize the generalR−matrix, which
are discussed in the next section.
2.2. R-matrix and factorizing operators
General R−matrix is defined as a solution of the RLL−relation [41]
Rs1s2(u− v, u¯− v¯)Ls1(u)Ls2(v) = Ls2(v)Ls1(u)Rs1s2(u− v, u¯− v¯) ,
Rs1s2(u− v, u¯− v¯)L¯s¯1(u¯)L¯s¯2(v¯) = L¯s¯2(v¯)L¯s¯1(u)Rs1s2(u− v, u¯− v¯) . (22)
Here L−operators act in the same auxiliary space but in different quantum spaces and the operator
Rs1s2 maps L2(C) ⊗ L2(C) 7→ L2(C) ⊗ L2(C). The labels sk = (sk, s¯k) indicate the representation
‡ Indeed, one can consider rotated monodromy matrices T ′
N
(u) = UTN (u)U
−1, T¯ ′
N
(u¯) = UT¯N (u¯)U
−1, where U is
a certain two by two matrix. The new entries A′
N
(u), B′
N
(u), . . . obey all the same recurrence relations and form
commutative families of operators. However they are not self-adjoint and cannot be diagonalized.
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of the SL(2,C) group in the first and second quantum spaces. The operator Rs1s2 satisfying
Eqs. (22) was constructed as an integral operator in Ref. [22]. Later it has been suggested
to look for the solutions of Eq. (22) in a factorized form [28]. Below we briefly describe the
corresponding construction. First we note that the L−operator depends on two parameters: the
spectral parameter u and the spin s. It is convenient to define two linear combinations §
u1 = u− i(1− s) , u2 = u− is. (23)
Thus Ls1(u) = L(u1, u2) and Ls2(v) = L(v1, v2). Factoring out the permutation operator from
R−matrix, Rs1s2 = P12R̂12, one gets the following equation on R̂12
R̂12 L1(u1, u2)L2(v1, v2) = L1(v1, v2)L2(u1, u2) R̂12 . (24)
The operator L1(L2) acts on the first (second) space in the tensor product, L2(C) ⊗ L2(C) (i.e. L1
and L2 are the differential operators in z1 and z2, respectively.) Thus the operator R̂12 interchanges
the parameters (u1, u2) ↔ (v1, v2) in the product of two L operators. It is natural to break this
permutation of the parameters into two operations and construct the operators which interchange
the parameters u1 ↔ v1 and u2 ↔ v2 in the product of L−operators separately
R
(1)
12 L1(u1, u2)L2(v1, v2) = L1(v1, u2)L2(u1, v2)R
(1)
12 ,
R
(2)
12 L1(u1, u2)L2(v1, v2) = L1(u1, v2)L2(v1, u2)R
(2)
12 . (25)
It turns out that the operators R
(a)
12 depend only on the specific combinations of the spectral
parameters ‖
R
(1)
12 = R
(1)
12 (u1 − v1, u1 − v2), R
(2)
12 = R
(2)
12 (u1 − v2, u2 − v2) (26)
and have a remarkably simple form [28, 29]
[R
(1)
12 (u1 − v1, u1 − v2)Φ](z1, z2) =
∫
d2w2
[z2 − z1]i(v1−v2)
[z2 − w2]1−i(u1−v1)[z1 − w2]i(u1−v2)
Φ(z1, w2) ,
[R
(2)
12 (u1 − v2, u2 − v2)Φ](z1, z2) =
∫
d2w1
[z1 − z2]i(u1−u2)
[w1 − z1]1−i(u2−v2)[w1 − z2]i(u1−v2)
Φ(w1, z2) , (27)
where [a]α ≡ aα a¯α¯ which is a single valued function in the complex plane provided that α − α¯ ∈ Z.
The requirement of single-valuedness of the kernels results in quantization of the spectral parameters,
u, u¯, u− u¯ ∈ Z [22], which were so far considered as independent variables.
Finally, the R−matrix satisfying RLL−relation (22) is constructed as follows
Rs1s2(u− v, u¯− v¯) = P12R
(1)
12 (u1 − v1, u1 − u2)R
(2)
12 (u1 − v2, u2 − v2) . (28)
For a more detailed discussion of properties of factorizing operators see Ref. [42, 29].
3. Iterative construction of eigenfunctions
We present in this section a recurrence procedure of construction the eigenfunctions of the operators
AN (u), BN (u). (For simplicity we consider the homogeneous spin chain sk = s, s¯k = s¯ though the
construction are easily generalized for general case.)
§ We will not display formulae for the anti-holomorphic sector since they are identical to the ones in holomorphic
sector.
‖ In order to avoid misunderstanding we stress that the factorizing operators R
(a)
12 depend also on the anti-holomorphic
spectral parameters, i.e. R
(1)
12 = R
(1)
12 (u1 − v1, u¯1 − v¯1; u1 − v2, u¯1 − v¯2), and satisfy the exchange relations (25) with
anti-holomorphic L operators, (L1(u1, u2)→ L¯1(u¯1, u¯2), etc.).
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w z
α
= [z − w]−α
Figure 1. The diagrammatic representation of the propagator.
Let us consider a modified monodromy matrix
TN(u, v) = L1(u1, v)L2(u1, u2) . . . LN(u1, u2) . (29)
Here all L−operators except the first one has a standard form (Lk(u) = Lk(u1, u2)) while in the
first one we replace the parameter u2 = u − is → v. Taking into account that the first row of the
L−operators does not change under this substitution (see Eqs. (7),(23))
L1(u1, v1) =
(
u+ iS
(1)
0 S
(1)
−
⋆ ⋆
)
(30)
one immediately gets that such a modification leaves the elements in the first row of the monodromy
matrix intact,
TN(u, v) =
(
AN (u) BN (u)
⋆ ⋆
)
. (31)
Let us consider the commutation relation of the monodromy matrix TN(u, v) with an operator
ΛN (u, v) defined by ¶
ΛN (u, v) = R
(2)
12 (u1 − v, u2 − v)R
(2)
23 (u1 − v, u2 − v) . . .R
(2)
N−1,N (u1 − v, u2 − v) .(32)
Taking into account the relations (25) one obtains
TN(u, v)ΛN (u, v) = ΛN (u, v)TN−1(u)LN(u1, v) , (33)
where TN−1(u) = L1(u) . . . LN−1(u). Comparing the matrix elements in the first row of the l.h.s and
r.h.s of Eq. (33) one gets
AN (u)ΛN (u, v) = ΛN (u, v)
(
AN−1(u)(u+ is+ izN∂zN ) + BN−1(u)zN (izN∂zN + v − u1 + i)
)
,
BN (u)ΛN (u, v) = ΛN (u, v)
(
BN−1(u)(v − izN∂zN )−AN−1(u)∂zN
)
. (34)
3.1. B−system
Let us apply the operators on both sides of the second of Eqs. (34) to the function Ψ(z1, . . . , zN−1)
which does not depend on the variable zN . In this case the second term on the r.h.s. (AN−1(u)∂zN )
vanishes and the equation takes the form
BN (u)ΛN (u, v)Ψ(z1, . . . , zN−1) = vΛN (u, v)BN−1(u)Ψ(z1, . . . , zN−1) , (35)
so that the operator ΛN (u, v) intertwines the operators BN−1(u) and BN (u). It is useful to rewrite
Eq. (35) in an operator form
BN (u) ΛN (x, x¯) = (u− x) ΛN (x, x¯)BN−1(u) , (36)
¶ Let us repeat here that we do not display explicitly the dependence on anti-holomorphic parameters, that is
ΛN (u, v) ≡ ΛN ({u, u¯}, {v, v¯}).
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z2z1 z3 zNzN−1
w1 w2 wN−1w3
γ
βα
Figure 2. The diagrammatic representation for the kernel Λ
(x1,x¯1)
N
(z1, . . . , zN |w1, . . . , wN−1) (up
to factor rN (x, x¯)). The arrow with index α from z to w stands for (w− z)
−α(w¯− z¯)α¯. The indices
are given by the following expressions: α = 1− s− ix, β = 1− s+ ix, γ = 2s− 1.
where the operator ΛN (x, x¯) maps functions of N − 1 variables z1, . . . , zN−1 to the functions of N
variables z1, . . . , zN and is defined as follows
ΛN (x, x¯)Ψ(z1, . . . , zN−1) = rN (x, x¯)ΛN (u, v)
∣∣∣
v=u−x,v¯=u¯−x¯
Ψ(z1, . . . , zN−1) . (37)
It can be easily checked that for this choice of the parameters v, v¯ the r.h.s. of Eq. (37) depends only
on x = (x, x¯) and does not depend on the spectral parameters u, u¯.
Making use of Eq. (27) one can represent the operator ΛN (x) as an integral operator. Its kernel
in the diagrammatic form is shown in Fig. 2. It has the form of a Feynman diagram, see Fig. 1, where
an arrow from the point w to z and index α stands for the “propagator”,
Gα(z − w) = (z − w)
−α(z¯ − w¯)−α¯ ≡ [z − w]−α . (38)
Here we introduced a short-hand notation, [z]α = zα z¯α¯. It is convenient to choose the
normalization factor rN (x, x¯) as follows
rN (x, x¯) = (a(s+ ix)a(s¯− ix¯))
N−1 , a(α) =
Γ(1− α¯)
Γ(α)
. (39)
For this choice of rN (x) the operators ΛN and ΛN−1 satisfy the exchange relation
ΛN (x1) ΛN−1(x2) = ΛN(x2) ΛN−1(x1) (40)
which can be proven with the help of the diagram technique developed in Ref. [22].
Now it is easy to see that the eigenfunctions of the operators BN (u) and B¯N (u¯) have the form
ΨB(x|z) = |p|
N−1 ΛN (x1) ΛN−1(x2) . . .Λ2(xN−1) e
ipz1+ip¯z¯1 . (41)
Each operator Λk(xk) maps a function of k−1 variables to a function of k variables. Thus the product
of the operators in (41) maps the function of one variable, eipz1+ip¯z¯1 , to a function of N−variables. In
order to obtain the conventional normalization of the eigenfunctions we included the prefactor |p|N−1
in the definition (41). Taking into account Eq. (36) and using that B1(u) = S1 = −∂z1 one obtains
BN (u)ΨB(x|z) = p
N−1∏
k=1
(u− xk)ΨB(x|z) , B¯N(u¯)ΨB(x|z) = p¯
N−1∏
k=1
(u¯− x¯k)ΨB(x|z) . (42)
Note also that due to the exchange relation (40) the eigenfunctions are symmetric functions of the
parameters (x1, . . .xN−1).
Let us figure out which are the possible values of the variables (x1, . . .xN−1).. By construction
the variables ({x1, x¯1}, . . . {xN−1, x¯N−1}) satisfy the restriction
(s+ ixk)− (s¯− ix¯k) = i(xk − x¯k) + ns ∈ Z (43)
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z2z1 z3 zNzN−1
w1 w2 wN−1w3
γ
βα
s− ix1
wN = 0
Figure 3. The diagrammatic representation for the kernel Λ˜
(x1,x¯1)
N
(z1, . . . , zN |w1, . . . , wN−1) (up
to factor rN (x, x¯)). The indices are given by the following expressions: α = 1−s−ix, β = 1−s+ix,
γ = 2s− 1.
for all k. Further, the operator BN (u) is a hermitian adjoint of B¯N (u¯), B¯N (u¯) = (BN (u))
†, provided
that u∗ = u¯. It results in the following relation for the eigenvalues(
N−1∏
k=1
(u− xk)
)∗
=
N−1∏
k=1
(u∗ − x¯k)
that, in its turn, implies that x∗k = x¯k. Together with the condition (43) it results in the following
parametrization [22]
xk = −
ink
2
+ νk , x¯k =
ink
2
+ νk , (44)
where νk is real and nk is integer (if ns is integer) or half-integer (if ns is half-integer).
3.2. A−system
The construction of the eigenfunctions of the operator AN (u) goes along the same lines. Let us apply
both sides of the first of Eqs. (34) to a function Ψ which depends on zN and z¯N in the specific way,
Ψ = [zN ]
i(u1−v)−1ΨN−1(z1, . . . , zN−1). The second term (∼ BN−1(u)) on the r.h.s. of this equation
vanishes so that one obtains
AN (u)ΛN (u, v)[zN ]
i(u1−v)−1ΨN−1 = (u+ is− u1 + v − i)ΛN (u, v)AN−1(u)[zN ]
i(u1−v)−1ΨN−1 . (45)
Taking into account explicit expression for the operator R
(2)
N−1,N , Eq. (25), it is easy to verify that
ΛN (u, v)zN = zNΛN (u, v). Finally, substituting v = u− x and multiplying both sides of (45) by the
normalization factor rN (x, x¯) one obtains
AN (u) Λ˜N (x, x¯) = (u− x) Λ˜N (x, x¯)AN−1(u) . (46)
The operator
Λ˜N (x) = [z
ix−s
N ] ΛN (x) ≡ z
ix−s
N z¯
ix¯−s¯
N ΛN (x) (47)
maps a function of N − 1 variables to a function of N−variables. The diagrammatic representation
for the kernel of the operator Λ˜N (x1) is shown in Fig. 3.
The eigenfunctions of the operators AN (u), A¯N (u¯) are constructed using the same scheme as the
eigenfunctions of BN operators. Namely,
ΨA(x|z) = Λ˜N (x1) . . . Λ˜2(xN−1)Λ˜1(xN ) = Λ˜N(x1) . . . Λ˜2(xN−1)[z1]
ix1−s . (48)
The diagrammatic representation for ΨA(x|z) is shown in Fig. 3. Evidently this function satisfies
Eqs. (16). The eigenfunction (48) is symmetric under permutations of variables, xk ↔ xj . This
property follows from the exchange relation
Λ˜N (x1) Λ˜N−1(x2) = Λ˜N(x2) Λ˜N−1(x1) (49)
which can be proven using the same diagrammatic technique.
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3.3. C and D systems
The eigenfunctions of the operators DN and CN are related to those of AN and BN by an inversion
transformation. The inversion operator J ,
[Jϕ](z1, . . . , zN ) = ψ(z1, . . . , zN ) =
N∏
k=1
z−2sk z¯
−2s¯
k ϕ
(
1
z1
, . . . ,
1
zN
)
, (50)
generates the following transformation of the sl(2) algebra
J S
(k)
± J = S
(k)
∓ , J S
(k)
0 J = −S
(k)
0 , J S¯
(k)
± J = S¯
(k)
∓ , J S¯
(k)
0 J = −S¯
(k)
0 . (51)
The L−operators (and hence monodromy matrices) transform under the inversion as follows
J Lk(u)J = σ1 Lk(u)σ1 , J L¯k(u¯)J = σ1 L¯k(u¯)σ1 ,
J TN(u)J = σ1 TN(u)σ1 , J T¯N(u¯)J = σ1 T¯N (u¯)σ1 , (52)
where σ1 is the Pauli matrix. From Eqs. (52) one immediately derives
J AN (u) = DN (u)J , J A¯N (u¯) = D¯N(u¯)J ,
J BN (u) = CN (u)J , J B¯N (u¯) = C¯N (u¯)J . (53)
Thus the eigenfunctions of the DN (u), D¯N(u¯) (CN (u), C¯N (u¯)) commutative family are related to
those of AN (u), A¯N (u¯) (BN (u), B¯N(u¯)) by inversion. Namely, for the D−system one obtains
ΨD(x|z) = J ΨA(x|z) = Λ̂N(x1, x¯1) Λ̂N−1(x2, x¯2) . . . Λ̂2(xN−1, x¯N−1) Λ̂1(xN , x¯N ) , (54)
where Λ̂k(x, x¯) = z
−ix−s
1 z¯
−ix−s
1 Λk(x, x¯). In turn, for the C−system one gets
ΨC(x|z) = J ΨB(x|z)
= |p|N−1 Λ¯N (x1, x¯1) Λ¯N−1(x2, x¯2) . . . Λ¯2(xN−1, x¯N−1)z
−2s
1 z¯
−2s¯
1 e
ip/z1+ip¯/z¯1 , (55)
with Λ¯k(x, x¯) = z
−ix−s
1 z¯
−ix¯−s¯
1 z
ix−s
k z¯
ix¯−s¯
k Λk(x, x¯).
4. Scalar products and Sklyanin’s measure
The functions ΨS(x|z), S = A,B,C,D, being eigenfunctions of the self-adjoint operators form a
complete orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space HN . Arbitrary function Φ ∈ HN can be expanded
in this basis as follows
Φ(z) =
∫
DSxµS(x)CS(x)ΨS(x|z) . (56)
The symbol DSx stands for
DA(D)x =
N∏
k=1
(
∞∑
nk=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dνk
)
, DB(C)x = d
2p
N−1∏
k=1
(
∞∑
nk=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dνk
)
. (57)
Depending on the value of the spin in the quantum space, ns = s − s¯, the sum over nk goes over
all integers (integer ns) or half-integers (half-integer ns). The weight function µS(x) is the so-called
Sklyanin’s measure and the function CS(x) is given by the scalar product
CS(x) = 〈ΨS(x|z)|Φ(z)〉 . (58)
Sklyanin’s measure µS(x) is related to the scalar product of the eigenfunctions
〈ΨS(x
′|z)|ΨS(x|z)〉 = µ
−1
S (x) δS(x− x
′) . (59)
Here the delta function δS(x− x′) is defined as follows:
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z1 z2 zN
α1 β1
γ1
δ1
δN
δ2 α2 β2
γ2
w = 0
w = 0
w = 0
Figure 4. The diagrammatic representation of the eigenfunction ΨD(x|z). Here αk = 1− s− ixk,
βk = 1− s+ ixk, γk = 2s− 1 and δk = s+ ixk. The dashed line stands for the point w = 0.
• For S = A,D
δS(x− x
′) =
1
N !
∑
SN
δ(x1 − x
′
k1) . . . δ(xN − x
′
kN ) . (60)
• For S = B,C
δS(x− x
′) =
1
(N − 1)!
δ2(~p− ~p′)
∑
SN−1
δ(x1 − x
′
k1) . . . δ(xN−1 − x
′
kN−1) . (61)
In above expressions summation goes over all permutations of N and N − 1 elements, respectively
and
δ(xk − x
′
m) ≡ δnkn′mδ(νk − ν
′
m) (62)
The calculation of the scalar product (59) is based on the following exchange relations for Λ
operators
Λ†k(x
′
k) Λk(xk) = α(xk,x
′
k) Λk−1(xk)Λ
†
k−1(x
′
k) , (63a)
Λ˜†k(x
′
k) Λ˜k(xk) = α(xk,x
′
k) Λ˜k−1(xk)Λ˜
†
k−1(x
′
k) , (63b)
where it is assumed that x′k 6= xk and
α(xk,x
′
k) =
π2
(xk − x′k)(x¯k − x¯
′
k)
. (64)
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Figure 5. An illustration to the diagrammatic proof of the exchange relation (63a).
The relations (63a), (63b) can be proven diagrammatically. Namely, one can show that the
diagrams on the l.h.s and r.h.s. of Eq. (63b),(63a) can be brought to the same form after a certain
sequence of transformations. The transformations relevant for Eq. (63a) are shown schematically in
Fig. 5. This technique and its application to the analysis of the SL(2,C) spin chains was discussed
at length in Ref. [22]. Therefore we will not go in much detail here and only comment briefly on
the sequence of transformations shown in Fig. 5. i) The right-most diagram in the first row is a
diagrammatic representation for the kernel Λ†k(x
′
k) Λk(xk) (k = 3). The lines inside the rhombuses
have indices 2s− 1 and 1 − 2s and therefore cancel (their product is equal to 1). ii) One integrates
over the right-most and leftmost vertices using the chain integration rule (A.5). iii) The left-most
vertical line is moved with the help of the cross identity (A.8) to the right where it cancels with
leftmost vertical line resulting in the first diagram in the second line iv) One inserts unity given by
the product of two lines with indices (1− 2s) (upper line) and (2s− 1) (lower line) and moves lower
lines down using cross identity (A.8). v) One flips arrows on the lines (except the horizontal ones).
The last diagram in the second row coincides up to prefactor with a diagram for the kernel of the
product of the opartors Λk−1(xk)Λ
†
k−1(x
′
k) (k = 3). Collecting all factors which arise during these
transformations one arrives at Eq. (63a).
The proof of the second relation, Eq. (63b), goes along the same lines and we will not discuss it.
Let us come back to the calculation of the scalar product (59). Using the representations (41)
and (48) for the eigenfunctions and making use of the exchange relations (63b), (63a) one can bring
the scalar product (59) to the form
〈ΨA(x
′|z)|ΨA(x|z)〉 =MA(x,x
′) Λ˜†1(x
′
N )Λ˜1(x1) Λ˜
†
1(x
′
N−1)Λ˜1(x2) . . . Λ˜
†
1(x
′
1)Λ˜1(xN ) , (65a)
〈ΨB(x
′|z)|ΨB(x|z)〉 =MB(x,x
′)
× 〈Ep′ (z)
∣∣Λ†2(x′N−1)Λ2(x1) Λ†2(x′N−2)Λ2(x2) . . .Λ†2(x′1)Λ2(xN−1)∣∣Ep(z)〉 , (65b)
where Ep(z) = e
ipz+ip¯z¯. In order to use the exchange relations one has to assume that x′N−k 6= xj
for j 6= k in the product (65a) and x′N−1−k 6= xj for j 6= k in (65b). In order to calculate the
scalar products for other arrangements of the variables one has to use symmetry properties of the
eigenfunctions. The functions MS(x,x
′) take the form
MA(x,x
′) =
∏
j+k≤N
α(xj ,x
′
k) , MB(x,x
′) = |pp′|N−1
∏
j+k≤N−1
α(xj ,x
′
k) . (66)
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The calculation of the product Λ˜†1Λ˜1 is straightforward
Λ˜†1(x
′)Λ˜1(x) =
∫
d2zz−1+i(x−x
′)z¯−1+i(x¯−x¯
′) = 2π2 δnn′ δ(ν − ν
′) = 2π2 δ(x− x′) . (67)
Taking into account Eqs. (64) and (65a) we obtain for the measure µA(x)
µA(x) = (2π)
−Nπ−N
2
∏
k<j
(xk − xj)(x¯k − x¯j) = (2π)
−Nπ−N
2
∏
j<k
(
(νk − νj)
2 +
1
4
(nk − nj)
2
)
. (68)
Further, Eq. (65b) can be simplified with the help of the following relation
Λ†2(x
′) Λ2(x)e
i(pz+p¯z¯) = ei(pz+p¯z¯)|p|−2 2π4 δ(x− x′) . (69)
In order to verify Eq. (69) one can calculate a diagram which corresponds to the l.h.s of this equation.
It can be done easily by going over to the momentum representation (see also Ref. [22]). Collecting
all factors one gets for the measure
µB(x) = 2(2π)
−Nπ−N
2
∏
k<j≤N−1
(xk − xj)(x¯k − x¯j)
= 2(2π)−Nπ−N
2
∏
j<k≤N−1
(
(νk − νj)
2 +
1
4
(nk − nj)
2
)
. (70)
We would like to stress here that the completeness of the constructed orthonormal systems∫
DSxµS(x)ΨS(x|z) (ΨS(x|z
′))
†
=
N∏
k=1
δ2(~zk − ~z
′
k) (71)
deserves a separate study. For N = 1, 2 Eq. (71) can be easily checked by elementary methods, see
e.g. [33]. As to general N we hope that the method developed in Ref. [32] for the quantum Toda
chain could prove useful for verifying the completeness condition (71).
Closing this section we want to mention that the basis of eigenfunctions of the elements of the
momodromy matrix proves to be useful in applications, e.g. for studies of form factors [43, 38, 35, 49]
and correlation functions [26, 44]. The basis of eigenfunctions of B−operator plays a prominent
role in analysis of the closed spin chains since it determines so-called Sklyanin’s representation of
Separated Variables [7]. The applications of the SoV methods for particular models can be found in
Refs. [9, 11, 30, 22, 31, 38, 35].
5. Baxter’s operators
The method of Baxter’s operators [14] provides an alternative to the conventional Algebraic Bethe
Ansatz. Let operatorsQ(u) form a commutative family, [Q(u),Q(v)] = 0. The operatorQ(u) is called
Baxter operator if it also commutes with integral of motions of the model (including Hamiltonian) and
satisfies a certain finite-difference equation (Baxter equation). Provided that the analytic properties of
the eigenvalues as functions of the spectral parameter u are known one can obtain them by solving the
Baxter equation. It turns out that such fundamental objects as transfer matrices and the Hamiltonian
can be expressed in terms of Q operators in a rather simple way. For the closed SL(2,C) spin chains
the Baxter operators were constructed in Ref. [22]. In this section we construct the set of Baxter
operators QS(u) ≡ QS(u, u¯), S = A,B,C,D, such that they commute with the corresponding
elements of the monodromy matrices, TN (v), T¯N (v¯),
[QA(u), AN (v)] = [QA(u), A¯N (v¯)] = 0 ,
[QD(u), DN(v)] = [QD(u), D¯N (v¯)] = 0 , (72)
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= ζ1 ζN
2s− 1
1− 2s
Q−(u−)
Q+(u+)
α
γ δ
β
z1 zN
w1 wN
Ts0(u)
γ δ
z1 zN
α β
w1 wN
Figure 6. The diagrammatic representation of the operator Ts0 (u) = Q−(u+i(1−s0))Q+(u+is0).
Here the black blobs stand for the integration vertices, the gray blobs indicate z0 = 0. The indices
are the following α = 1− s− iu+, β = 1− s+ iu+, γ = s+ iu−, δ = s− iu− and u− = u+ i(1− s0),
u+ = u+ is0
etc. We also derive the difference equations which these operators satisfy.
Let us define an operator
Ts0(u) = Rs0s1(u)Rs0s2(u) . . .Rs0sN (u) (73)
which acts on the tensor product V0 ⊗ HN , where V0 = L2(C) is an auxiliary space and HN is the
quantum space of the model, HN = ⊗Nk=1Vk. As usual it is assumed that the operator Rs0sk(u), see
Eq. (22), acts nontrivially on the tensor product V0 ⊗ Vk. It follows from the relation (22) that this
operator obeys the following commutation relation
Ts0(u)TN (v)Ls0(v − u) = Ls0(v − u)TN(v)Ts0(u) , (74)
where TN(v) is the monodromy matrix (9) and Ls0 is the L−operator which acts on V0 ⊗ C
2. The
products TN (v)Ls0(v− u) and Ls0(v− u)TN(v) are 2× 2 matrices so that Eq. (74) reads in explicit
form
Ts0(u)
(
AN (v) BN (v)
CN (v) DN (v)
)(
v − u+ z0∂z0 + s0 −∂z0
z20∂z0 + 2s0z0 v − u− z0∂z0 − s0
)
=
=
(
v − u+ z0∂z0 + s0 −∂z0
z20∂z0 + 2s0z0 v − u− z0∂z0 − s0
)(
AN (v) BN (v)
CN (v) DN (v)
)
Ts0(u) . (75)
The equation involving the matrix element (2, 2) has the form
Ts0(u)
(
DN (v)(v − u− z0∂z0 − s0)− CN (v)∂z0
)
=
=
(
(v − u− z0∂z0 − s0)DN (v) + (z
2
0∂z0 + 2s0z0)BN (v)
)
Ts0(u). (76)
The l.h.s and r.h.s. of this equation are operators that act on the space of functions of N+1 variables,
ψ(z0, z1, . . . , zN). Applying both sides of Eq. (76) to the function f = f(z1, . . . , zN ) which does not
depend on z0 and sending z0 → 0 in the result one obtains
Ts0(u)DN (v)f = DN (v)Ts0(u)f
∣∣∣
z0=0
. (77)
Hence the operator Ts0(u) which is defined on the space of functions of N variables
[Ts0(u)f ](z1, . . . , zN) = [Ts0(u)f ](z0, z1, . . . , zN )|z0→0 (78)
commutes with the element DN (v) (and D¯N (v¯)) of the monodromy matrix
[Ts0(u), DN (v)] = [Ts0(u), D¯N (v¯)] = 0 . (79)
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The kernel of the integral operator Ts0(u) is related to the kernel of the operator Ts0(u) as follows
Ts0(u)(z1, . . . , zN |w1, . . . , wN ) =
∫
d2wTs0(u)(0, z1, . . . , zN |w,w1, . . . , wN ) . (80)
The operator Ts0(u) depends on the spins s0, s¯0 in the auxiliary space and the spectral parameters
u, u¯ and thus can be considered as an analog of a transfer matrix. The proof of commutativity
[Ts0(u), Ts0′ (v)] = 0 . (81)
is given in Appendix Appendix B.
It is known that the transfer matrices for the SL(2,C) spin chains factorize into the product of
two Baxter Q operators [22]. The same holds true in the case under consideration. The operator
Ts0(u) can be represented as product of two operators
Ts0(u) = Q−(u+ i(1− s0))Q+(u+ is0). (82)
The kernel of Ts0(u) and its representation in the factorized form is shown in Fig. 6. While the
“transfer matrix” Ts0(u) depends on two sets of variables: the spin s0 = (s0, s¯0) and the spectral
parameter u = (u, u¯), each of the operators Q± depends only on one variable. In the explicit form
the kernels of the operators Q±(u)) are given by the following expressions
Q−(u)(z1, . . . , zN |w1, . . . , wN ) =
N∏
k=1
[zk − wk−1]
−s−iu[zk − wk]
−s+iu[wk − wk−1]
2s−1 ,
Q+(u)(z1, . . . , zN |w1, . . . , wN ) =
N∏
k=1
[wk − zk−1]
−1+s+iu[wk − zk]
−1+s−iu[zk − zk−1]
1−2s , (83)
where w0 = z0 = 0. The requirement for the kernel to be a single-valued function on the complex
plane results in the following restriction on the spectral parameters
(s− s¯) + i(u− u¯) = ns + i(u− u¯) = n ∈ Z . (84)
Thus the spectral parameters u, u¯ have the form (44) where ν takes now complex values.
Taking into account Eq. (A.9) one easily derives that operators Q± satisfy the following
normalization conditions
Q−(i(1− s) + ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
, Q+(−is− ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
. (85)
Eqs. (85) allow one to represent the operators Q± as certain limits of the operator Ts0(u), e.g.
lim
ǫ→0
(iǫ)NTiu−s+iǫ(u) = π
NQ−(2u+ i(1− s)) . (86)
This implies that each of the Baxter operators Q±(u) commute with the operator DN (u)
[Q±(u), DN (u)] = [Q±(u), D¯N (u¯)] = 0 . (87)
The commutativity of the operators Q±(u)
[Q+(u),Q+(v)] = [Q−(u),Q−(v)] = [Q+(u),Q−(v)] = 0, (88)
can be checked diagrammatically with the help of the identities given in Appendix Appendix A.
Alternatively, it can be derived from the commutativity of the operators Ts0(u). Since the operators
Q± are related by the hermitian conjugation, Q+(u, u¯) = (Q−(u¯∗, u∗))†, it is sufficient to consider
only one of them. Let
QD(u) ≡ Q−(u). (89)
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The operator QD(u) satisfy the finite-difference equations:
DN (u)QD(u, u¯) = (u+ is)
NQD(u+ i, u¯) ,
D¯N (u¯)QD(u, u¯) = (u¯+ is¯)
NQD(u, u¯+ i) . (90)
These equations can be derived making use of the invariance of the the monodromy matrices under
“gauge” rotations of L−operators: Lk → Mk−1LkMk, with Mk =
(
1 0
−wk 1
)
, with w0 = 0. We
will not dwell on this derivation here since this method was discussed in great detail in [45, 22, 33].
To summarize, we have constructed the commutative family of the operators QD(u) with the
following properties:
• [QD(u),QD(v)] = 0
• [DN (u),QD(v)] = [D¯N(u¯),QD(v)] = 0
• QD(u) satisfy the difference - equations (90)
• QD(i(1− s) + ǫ) =
(
π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
The operators QD(u) and DN (u), D¯N(u¯) share the same eigenfunctions. The eigenfunctions of the
operators DN (u), D¯N (u¯), ΨD(x|z), were constructed in Sect. 3, Eq. (54). Thus we conclude that
QD(u)ΨD(x|z) = qD(u,x)ΨD(x|z) . (91)
The eigenvalue qD is given by the following expression
qD(u,x) = π
N
N∏
k=1
a(1 + iu¯− ix¯k, s− iu, 1− s+ ixk) , (92)
which can be easily found with the help of the following identity
Q
(N)
D (u) Λ̂N (x) = π a(1 + iu¯− ix¯, s− iu, 1− s+ ix) Λ̂N (x)Q
(N−1)
D (u) . (93)
Proceeding along the same lines one can construct Baxter operators for all other cases. We will
skip details and present only final expressions for the kernels, difference equations and normalization
of the Baxter operators.
• QA(u) operator:
i. Kernel (below z = (z1, . . . , zN ), w = (w1, . . . , wN ), w0 = wN+1 = 0)
QA(u)(z|w) =
N∏
k=1
[zk − wk]
−s−iu[zk − wk+1]
−s+iu[wk − wk+1]
2s−1 , (94)
ii. Difference equations
AN (u)QA(u, u¯) = (u− is)
N QA(u− i, u¯) , A¯N (u¯)QA(u, u¯) = (u¯ − is¯)
N QA(u, u¯− i) .
iii. Normalization
QA(−i(1− s)− ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
.
• QB(u) operator:
i. Kernel
QB(u)(z|w) = [z1 − w1]
−s+iu
N∏
k=2
[zk − wk−1]
−s−iu[zk − wk]
−s+iu[wk − wk−1]
2s−1 , (95)
ii. Difference equations
BN (u)QB(u, u¯) = (u+ is)
N QB(u + i, u¯) , B¯N (u¯)QB(u, u¯) = (u¯+ is¯)
N QB(u, u¯+ i) .
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iii. Normalization
QB(i(1− s) + ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
.
• QC(u) operator:
i. Kernel
QC(u)(z|w) = [−wN ]
−1+s−iu
N∏
k=1
[zk − wk−1]
−s−iu[zk − wk]
−s+iu[wk − wk−1]
2s−1 , (96)
ii. Difference equations
CN (u)QC(u, u¯) = (u+ is)
N QA(u + i, u¯) , C¯N (u¯)QC(u, u¯) = (u¯+ is¯)
N QA(u, u¯+ i) .
iii. Normalization
QC(−i(1− s)− ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
.
• QD(u) operator:
i. Kernel
QD(z|w) =
N∏
k=1
[zk − wk−1]
−s−iu[zk − wk]
−s+iu[wk − wk−1]
2s−1 , (97)
ii. Difference equations
DN (u)QB(u, u¯) = (u + is)
N QD(u+ i, u¯) , D¯N(u¯)QD(u, u¯) = (u¯+ is¯)
N QD(u, u¯+ i) .
iii. Normalization
QD(i(1 − s) + ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l +O(ǫ)
)
.
6. Hamiltonians
One can generate integrable Hamiltonians calculating further terms in the ǫ - expansion of the Baxter
operators at the special points, u = ±(i(1−s)+ǫ). We will construct the Hamiltonian which commutes
with the elements of the transfer matrices DN (u), D¯N(u¯). This Hamiltonian has appeared in the
studies of the scattering amplitudes in the Regge limit in the N = 4 SUSY [24, 25].
To work out the ǫ expansion of the operator QD it is convenient to use the equivalent
representation
QD(−i(1− s) + ǫ) = R01(ǫ)R12(ǫ) . . .RN−1,N (ǫ)|z0=0 , (98)
where the operator Rkk+1(ǫ) is defined as follows
[Rkk+1(ǫ)f ](. . . , zk, zk+1, . . .) =
=
∫
d2wk+1
[wk+1 − zk]2s−1
[zk+1 − zk]2s−1+iǫ[zk+1 − wk+1]1−iǫ
f(. . . , zk, wk+1, . . .). (99)
Making use of Eq. (99) it is straightforward to verify that the kernel of the operator QD(−i(1−s)+ǫ)
in Eq. (98) has the form (97). Note also that the operator Rkk+1 is nothing else as the factorizing
operator R
(1)
kk+1 for the special choice of spectral parameters, see Eq. (27). This is a unitary operator
provided that ǫ = ǫ¯∗ (that will be implied henceforth)
(Rkk+1(ǫ))
†Rkk+1(ǫ) =
(π
ǫ
)2
1l . (100)
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The operator Rkk+1(ǫ) can be represented in several different forms
Rkk+1(ǫ) = π a(1− iǫ) [zkk+1]
1−2s−iǫ [i∂k+1]
−iǫ [zkk+1]
2s−1
= π a(1− iǫ) [i∂k+1]
2s−1 [zkk+1]
−iǫ [i∂k+1]
1−2s−iǫ
= π a(1− iǫ)
Γ(2s¯− z¯kk+1∂¯k+1)
Γ(2s¯− z¯kk+1∂¯k+1 + iǫ)
Γ(1 − 2s+ zkk+1∂k+1 − iǫ)
Γ(1− 2s+ zkk+1∂k+1)
. (101)
Here zkk+1 = zk − zk+1 and ∂k = ∂zk , ∂¯k = ∂z¯k . The operator [i∂z]
α is defined as an operator of
multiplication by [p]α in the momentum space, i.e.
[i∂z]
α f(z) = [i∂z]
α
∫
d2p f(p) e−i(pz+p¯z¯) =
∫
d2p [p]α f(p) e−i(pz+p¯z¯) . (102)
The first line of Eq. (101) follows directly from Eq. (99) and Eq. (A.4). It can be cast into the form
given in the second line with the help of Eq. (A.7). Further, let us represent the operator in the first
line as follows
[zkk+1]
1−2s−iǫ [i∂k+1]
−iǫ [zkk+1]
2s−1 =
e−zk∂k+1−z¯k∂¯k+1
(
[zk+1]
1−2s−iǫ[i∂k+1]
−iǫ[zk+1]
2s−1
)
ezk∂k+1+z¯k∂¯k+1 .
Obviously, the operator in the brackets (we change zk+1 → z)
F = [z]1−2s−iǫ[i∂]−iǫ[z]2s−1 (103)
commutes with the operators z∂z and z¯∂z¯. Therefore the power fα(z) = [z]
α = zαz¯α¯ are
eigenfunctions of F : [Ffα](z) = F(α, α¯)fα[z], where F(α, α¯) is the corresponding eigenvalue. As
a consequence we can represent the operator F in the following form F = F(z∂z, z¯∂z¯). Calculating
the eigenvalue F(α, α¯) with the help of Eqs. (A.4), (A.5) one obtains the representation for the
operator Rkk+1(ǫ) given in the third line of Eq. (101).
Making use of Eq. (101) one can easily find first terms in the ǫ expansion of the operatorRkk+1(ǫ)
Rkk+1(ǫ) =
π
iǫ
(
1l− iǫHkk+1 +O(ǫ
2)
)
, (104)
where the pair-wise Hamiltonian Hk−1k reads +
Hkk+1 = ln[zkk+1] + [zkk+1]
1−2s ln[i∂k+1] [zkk+1]
2s−1 − 2ψ(1)
= ln[i∂k+1] + [i∂k+1]
2s−1 ln[zkk+1] [i∂k+1]
1−2s − 2ψ(1)
= ψ(1 − 2s+ zkk+1∂k+1) + ψ(2s¯− z¯kk+1∂¯k+1)− 2ψ(1)
= ψ(2s− zkk+1∂k+1) + ψ(1− 2s¯+ z¯kk+1∂¯k+1)− 2ψ(1) . (105)
Here ψ(x) = (log Γ(x))′ is the Euler ψ function, ln[zkk+1] = ln(zkk+1 z¯kk+1) = 2 ln |zkk+1| and
ln[i∂k] = ln(−∂k∂¯k).
The pair-wise Hamiltonians Hkk+1 are evidently self-adjoint operators, Hkk+1 = H
†
kk+1. Note
that the Hamiltonian Hkk+1 is not SL(2,C) invariant operator. It commutes with two of three the
SL(2,C) generators (we discuss the holomorphic sector only)
S
(+)
kk+1 = z
2
k+1∂k+1 + z
2
k∂k + 2s(zk + zk+1) , S
(−)
kk+1 = −∂k − ∂k+1 ,
S
(0)
kk+1 = zk∂k + zk+1∂k+1 + 2s .
+ Formally, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (105) splits up in the sum of two operators acting in the holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic sectors, respectively. We want to stress here that these two operators have to be considered separately
with certain care since only their sum presents a well-defined object.
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Namely,
[S
(−)
kk+1,Hkk+1] = [S
(0)
kk+1,Hkk+1] = 0 (106)
whereas
[S
(+)
kk+1,Hkk+1] = zk − zk+1. (107)
To derive the last equation it is sufficient to notice that the operator Rkk+1(ǫ) intertwines the tensor
products of the SL(2,C) representations
Rkk+1(ǫ)T
s ⊗ T s+iǫ/2 = T s+iǫ/2 ⊗ T sRkk+1(ǫ) . (108)
It can be easily checked with the help of Eq. (1). In turn Eq. (108) implies
Rkk+1(ǫ) (S
(+)
kk+1 + iǫzk+1) = (S
(+)
kk+1 + iǫzk)Rkk+1(ǫ) . (109)
Collecting everything we obtain
QD(−i(1− s) + ǫ) =
( π
iǫ
)N (
1l− iǫHN +O(ǫ
2)
)
, (110)
where
HN =
N−1∑
k=0
Hkk+1 (111)
is a self-adjoint operator HN = H
†
N . We stress here that the pair-wise Hamiltonians are not SL(2,C)
invariant. ∗
6.1. Twin Hamiltonian
In the case of the SL(2,C) spin chains there exists a simple method for the construction of new
operators in commutative families. For definiteness we will consider the D-family. The method is
based on the equivalence of the SL(2,C) representations T s and T 1−s [40]. These representations
are intertwined by the operator [i∂]1−2s
[i∂]1−2s T s = T 1−s [i∂]1−2s . (112)
Let us consider two spin chain models with the spins s and 1− s, respectively. It is natural to expect
that the operators in the commutative families in these two models are related to each other. Indeed,
the elements of the monodromy matrices D
(s)
N and D¯
(s¯)
N are linear functions of the generators, S
(k)
±,0,
k = 1, . . . , N . Taking into account that the operator [i∂]1−2s intertwines the generators with spin s
and 1− s one immediately gets
D
(s)
N (u) =WN D
(1−s)
N (u)W
†
N , (113)
where the unitary operator WN has the form
WN = [i∂1]
2s−1 . . . [i∂N ]
2s−1 . (114)
Let us consider an operator O(s) from the commutative family of the first model and its twin,
O(1−s), from the second model, i.e.
[O(s), D
(s)
N (v)] = [O
(s), D¯
(s¯)
N (v¯)] = 0 , [O
(1−s), D
(1−s)
N (v)] = [O
(1−s), D¯
(1−s¯)
N (v¯)] = 0 .
∗ Let us note that in the case of the closed SL(2,C) magnet the situation is exactly the same. The Hamiltonians given
by the derivative of Baxter operator at the point u = ±i(1− s), H±
N
= (lnQ(±i(1− s)))′ are self-adjoint and SL(2,C)
invariant operators. Each of the Hamiltomnians H±
N
is given by the sum of pair Hamiltonians which are self-adjoint
but not SL(2,C) invariant. However the sum of the operators, H+
N
+H−
N
, can be represented in the form
∑
kHkk+1
where pair operators is explicitly SL(2,C) invariant.
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Evidently, O˜(s) = WN O(1−s)W
†
N commutes with D
(s)
N (v) and D¯
(s¯)
N (v¯), i.e. it belongs to the first
family. Moreover, in the general case when O(s) is not solely a function of the spin generators Sk, the
operators O(s) and O˜(s) do not necessarily coincide. The transformation O(s) 7→ O˜(s), proves to be
very useful and allows one to construct new operators with required properties. We apply it below
for constructing of the new Hamiltonian.
Using the representation for Hkk+1 given in the second line Eq. (105) one easily finds
WN H
(1−s)
kk+1 W
†
N = ln[i∂k+1] + [i∂k]
2s−1 ln[zkk+1] [i∂k]
1−2s − 2ψ(1) (115)
for k = 1, . . . , N − 1 while for k = 0 one gets
WN H
(1−s)
01 W
†
N = ln[i∂1] + ln[z1]− 2ψ(1). (116)
Writing down the expression for H˜N = W
†
N H
(1−s)
N W
†
N it is useful to make some regrouping and
represent the result in the following form
H˜N = ln[z1] +
N−1∑
k=1
H˜kk+1 + ln[i∂N ]− 2ψ(1) , (117)
where
H˜kk+1 = ln[i∂k] + [i∂k]
2s−1 ln[zkk+1][i∂k]
1−2s − 2ψ(1)
= ln[zkk+1] + [zkk+1]
1−2s ln[i∂k][zkk+1]
2s−1 − 2ψ(1)
= ψ(1 − 2s− zkk+1∂k) + ψ(2s¯+ z¯kk+1∂¯k)− 2ψ(1)
= ψ(2s+ zkk+1∂k) + ψ(1− 2s¯− z¯kk+1∂¯k)− 2ψ(1) . (118)
The Hamiltonian H˜N is a self-adjoint operator, it commutes with the operators DN (u), D¯N (u) as
well with its twin, [HN , H˜N ] = 0.
The sum of the Hamiltonians can be written in the following form ♯
HN = HN + H˜N = ln[−i(z
2
1∂1 + 2sz1)] +
N−1∑
k=1
Hkk+1 + ln[i∂N ]− 2ψ(1) . (119)
The pair-wise Hamiltonians
Hkk+1 = Hkk+1 + H˜kk+1
= 2 ln[zkk+1] + [zkk+1]
1−2s
(
ln[i∂k] + ln[i∂k+1]
)
[zkk+1]
2s−1 − 4ψ(1) (120)
are SL(2,C) invariant operators, [S
(0,±)
kk+1 , Hkk+1] = 0. They can be written in terms of the operators
of the conformal spins Jkk+1 and J¯kk+1 which are customary defined as follows
Jkk+1(Jkk+1 − 1) = S
(+)
kk+1S
(−)
kk+1 + S
(0)
kk+1(S
(0)
kk+1 − 1) ,
J¯kk+1(J¯kk+1 − 1) = S¯
(+)
kk+1S¯
(−)
kk+1 + S¯
(0)
kk+1(S¯
(0)
kk+1 − 1) . (121)
The Hamiltonian Hkk+1 as a function of the conformal spins Jkk+1, J¯kk+1 takes the standard form
Hkk+1 = ψ (Jkk+1) + ψ (1− Jkk+1) + ψ
(
J¯kk+1
)
+ ψ
(
1− J¯kk+1
)
− 4ψ(1). (122)
♯ Deriving this representation we have used the identity similar those given in [17, 46]
2 ln[z] + [z]1−2s ln[i∂] [z]2s−1 = [z]−2s ln[−iz2∂] [z]2s = ln[−i(z2∂ + 2sz)].
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For s = 0, s¯ = 1 the Hamiltonian (119) coincides with the Hamiltonian obtained in Ref. [24] which
determines the contribution of N -reggeized t-channel gluons to the scattering amplitudes in N = 4
SUSY (see Refs. [47, 25, 24] for further details).
The Hamiltonians, HN and H˜N belong to the commutative D-family. The corresponding
eigenfunctions were constructed in Sect. 3, Eq. (54). The eigenvalues of HN and H˜N can be easily
obtained from Eqs. (110) and (92)
HN ΨD(x|z) = E
s
N (x)ΨD(x|z) , H˜N ΨD(x|z) = E
1−s
N (x)ΨD(x|z) , (123)
where
EsN (x) =
N∑
k=1
(
ψ(1− s+ ixk) + ψ(s¯− ix¯k)− 2ψ(1)
)
,
E1−sN (x) =
N∑
k=1
(
ψ(s+ ixk) + ψ(1 − s¯− ix¯k)− 2ψ(1)
)
. (124)
Taking into account Eq. (44) one gets
EsN (x) = 2
N∑
k=1
Re
(
ψ
(
1
2
+
nk − ns
2
+ i(νk − νs)
)
− ψ(1)
)
,
E1−sN (x) = 2
N∑
k=1
Re
(
ψ
(
1
2
+
nk + ns
2
+ i(νk + νs)
)
− ψ(1)
)
. (125)
For ns = −1, νs = 0 (s = 0, s¯ = 1) it agrees with the results of Ref. [47, 24].
7. Summary
We have developed an iterative method for the construction of eigenfunctions of the elements of
the monodromy matrix for the SL(2,C) spin chains. The whole construction relies heavily upon
the properties of the operators which factorize the R-operator. The eigenfunctions are represented
as the product of operators that map the functions of k−variables to the functions of k + 1
variables. The integral kernels of these operators can be represented in the form of two-dimensional
Feynman diagrams. Using the diagrammatic technique we have calculated the scalar products of the
corresponding eigenfunctions and determined the so-called Sklyanin’s measure.
We have paid a special attention to the eigenfunctions of the DN operator. These eigenfunctions
describe bound states of the regeized gluons corresponding to the Regge cut contributions to the
scattering amplitudes in N = 4 SUSY. We constructed set of Baxter operators (commutative
families) which commute with the corresponding elements of the monodromy matrix and studied
their properties. It was shown that the Baxter operators satisfy the first-order difference equation
in the spectral parameters. The eigenvalues of the Baxter operators were obtained in the explicit
form. Expanding the Baxter operator at the special point we obtained two self-adjoint Hamiltonians
that belong to the commutative D−family. For the special choice of the conformal spins (SL(2,C)
representations) the sum of these Hamiltonians coincides with the Hamiltonian governing evolution
of reggeized gluons.
More generally our approach is based on the properties of factorizing operators and has to be
applicable for generic models with a factorizable R matrix.
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= pi(−1)γ−γ¯a(α, β, γ)
α β
= pi a(α, β, γ)
α + β − 1
α
βγ
1− α
1− β 1− γ
Figure A1. The chain and star– triangle relations, α+ β + γ = 2.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Diagram technique
In this Appendix we present the basic elements of the diagram technique which was used throughout
the paper. The functions and kernels of operators considered in the main body of the paper are
represented in the form of two-dimensional Feynman diagrams. The propagator which is shown by
the arrow directed from w to z and index attached to it as shown in Fig. 1 is given by the following
expression
1
[z − w]α
≡
1
(z − w)α(z¯ − w¯)α¯
=
(z¯ − w¯)α−α¯
|z − w|2α
=
(−1)α−α¯
[w − z]α
, (A.1)
where α − α¯ = nα is integer. Making the Fourier transformation we define the propagator in the
momentum representation∫
d2z
ei(pz+p¯z¯)
[z]α
= π iα−α¯ a(α)
1
[p]1−α
. (A.2)
Here the notation a(α) is introduced for the function
a(α) =
Γ(1− α¯)
Γ(α)
, a(α¯) =
Γ(1− α)
Γ(α¯)
, a(α, β, γ, . . .) = a(α)a(β)a(γ) . . . (A.3)
It has the following properties
a(α)a(1 − α¯) = 1 ,
a(1 + α)
a(α)
= −
1
αα¯
, a(α)a(1 − α) = (−1)α−α¯ , a(α) = (−1)α−α¯a(α¯) .
Making use of Eq. (A.2) it is easy to derive the following useful representation for the fractional
derivative [i∂]α, ∫
d2w
1
[z − w]α
f(w) = π(−i)α−α¯ a(α) [i∂]α−1 f(z). (A.4)
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=
α
1− α′
β
1− β ′
α
′
−
α
1− α
α′ β
′
1− β
β
−
β
′
a(α, β¯)a(α′, β¯′)
Figure A2. The cross relation, α+ β = α′ + β′.
The evaluation of Feynman diagrams is based on their transformation with the help of the certain
”integration rules”
• Chain relation:∫
d2w
1
[z1 − w]α[w − z2]β
= (−1)γ−γ¯a(α, β, γ)
1
[z1 − z2]α+β−1
, (A.5)
where γ = 2− α− β, γ¯ = 2− α¯− β¯.
• Star– triangle relation:∫
d2w
1
[z1 − w]α[z2 − w]β [z3 − w]γ
=
πa(α, β, γ)
[z2 − z1]1−γ [z1 − z3]1−β [z3 − z2]1−α
, (A.6)
where α+ β + γ = 2 and α¯+ β¯ + γ¯ = 2. In an operator form star-triangle relation reads [48]
[z]α [i∂]α+β [z]β = [i∂]β [z]α+β [i∂]α . (A.7)
• Cross relation:
1
[z1 − z2]α
′−α
∫
d2w
a(α′, β¯′)
[w − z1]α[w − z2]1−α
′ [w − z3]β [w − z4]1−β
′
=
=
1
[z3 − z4]β
′−β
∫
d2w
a(α, β¯)
[w − z1]α
′ [w − z2]1−α[w − z3]β
′ [w − z4]1−β
, (A.8)
where α+ β = α′ + β′.
These relations are shown in diagrammatic form in Figs. A1, A2.
Finally, we give two representations for the δ function. The first one
δ2(z) = lim
ǫ→0
a(iǫ)
π
1
[z]1−iǫ
= lim
ǫ→0
iǫ
π
1
[z]1−iǫ
(A.9)
follows directly from Eq. (A.2) and the second relation∫
d2w
1
[z1 − w]2−α[w − z2]α
= π2 a(α, 2− α) δ2(z1 − z2) (A.10)
results from the chain relation (A.5) and (A.9).
Appendix B. Proof of commutativity
The proof of the commutativity of the “transfer matrices” Ts0(u), Eq. (81) is based on the Yang-
Baxter relation
Rs0s0′ (u− v)Ts0(u)Ts0′ (v) = Ts0′ (v)Ts0(u)Rs0s0′ (u− v) (B.1)
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and two special identities for the kernel of the operator Rs0s0′ (u− v):∫
d2w1 d
2w2Rs0s0′ (u)(z1, z2|w1, w2) = C(u, s0, s0′) , (B.2)
lim
z1,z2→z
Rs0s0′ (u)(z1, z2|w1, w2) = C(u, s0, s0′) δ
2(z − w1) δ
2(z − w2) , (B.3)
where C(u, s0, s
′
0) is some coefficient. The kernels on the l.h.s and r.h.s. of Eq. (B.1) depend on the
variables (zk, wk), k = 1, . . . , N in the quantum space and the variables z0, z0′ , w0, w0′ associated with
the two auxiliary spaces. Sending z0, z0′ → 0 and integrating over w0, w0′ in both parts of Eq. (B.1)
with the help of Eqs. (B.2), (B.3) one immediately gets Eq. (81).
The identities (B.2), (B.3) follow from the analogous identities for the factorized operators
R
(k=1,2)
12 , see Eq. (27):∫
d2w1 d
2w2R
(k)
12 (u, v)(z1, z2|w1, w2) = A
(k)(u, v) , (B.4)
lim
z1→z,z2→z
R
(k)
12 (u, v)(z1, z2|w1, w2) = A
(k)(u) δ2(z − w1) δ
2(z − w2) , (B.5)
where A(2)(u, v) = A(1)(v, u) and
A(1)(u, v) = π (−1)i(v−v¯) a(iv, 1− iu, 1 + iu− iv). (B.6)
To derive Eqs. (B.2) or (B.4) it is sufficient to use the chain relation (A.5). In order to obtain (B.4)
one has to represent the kernel in the form of the star diagram using the star-triangle relation (A.6)
then send z1 → z2 and use the chain integration rule (A.10). Eq. (B.3) follows from Eqs. (B.5) and
(28).
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